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Developing an Effective Enrollment 
Management Plan

• Understand your student populations in terms 
that support Enrollment Mgmt strategies

• Don’t lose site of student success and student 
equity in pursuit of FTES

Two quick points about developing an 
effective EM plan: 



Developing an Effective Enrollment 
Management Plan



Enrollment Management Tools



1. International Students   - based on student VISA status.  

2. Four-Year Student Swirl   - students self identified as concurrently attending a four year 
institution. 

3. Concurrently enrolled High School Students   - students concurrently enrolled in high 
school.

4. ESL Students    - students taking one or more ESL course.

5. Basic Skills Students   - students enrolled in any non-college level course in either math 
or English*. 

6. CTE-Oriented Students   - students whose educational goal and course taking pattern 
indicate a CTE focus.

7. Degree / Transfer-Oriented Students   - students whose educational goal and course 
taking indicate a Degree or Transfer focus.

8. Skills-builder Students   - single course taking student indicating career related 
improvement as primary goal.

9. Lifelong Learners   - single course taking student indicating personal enrichment or goal 
exploration as primary goal.

Nine Student Segments resulting from Cluster Analysis



We’ve identified nine unique student 
populations 



We can examine the enrollment profiles 
for each 

Specific student 
populations based 
on course-taking 

behavior 

Current FTES
and headcount 

for each 
population 

Five-year 
enrollment trends 

for each 
population



Small improvements can quickly accumulate 
into big increases

The user can enter a goal target 
(a desired increase in student enrollment) 

for any student population 

The tool then calculates 
how many additional 

successes are required to 
reach that goal and, based 

on historic unit load 
patterns, the predicted 

impact on total FTES



…and enrollment, persistence and completion 
strategies can be elegantly linked



The Enrollment Management Institute

• Districtwide infrastructure to provide on-going EM training in 
tools

• Targeted enrollment growth 

• Increasing student persistence 

• Better management of student wait lists

• Improving student completion 

• Student equity 

• Team training approach; college specific tools 

• Document, share and discuss strategies that work as we go

• Still others

• Circulate and review best practices from other colleges

• Create institutional knowledge about effective practices



Our dominant strategies often 
operate in separate orbits

How do we increase 
our high school capture 

rates & student 
persistence?

How do we get more 
students through the 
completion pipeline?

How do we improve or 
scale up our programs 
that support our under 

performing student?

Growing FTES Improving Completion

Closing the achievement gap



What FTES and completion 
strategies support the equity 
outcomes we are pursuing? 

Reframing the challenge can help 
bring about better alignment



Are we properly aligning and 
integrating our strategies?

Some evidence that we may not be:

• Roughly 85% of colleges experiencing increases in 
overall completing rates did so at the cost of a 
widening of the achievement gap.

• Of the colleges that experienced some degree of 
reduction in their achievement gap, 80% of them did 
so by decreasing the top performing group.

Source: California Student Success Scorecard. Completion rate improvement was determined by looking at the three year performance of colleges (2003/04, 
2004/05, & 2005/06 cohorts). The achievement gap was defined as the net change in the gap between the highest and lowest performing ethnicity groups for 
each college in the Scorecard (removing records containing small sample sizes for any of the ethnicity groups) over the same three year period.


